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Outline: 

 Expected dimuon yields and mass spectra from Monte Carlo studies 

 Measured dimuon mass spectra from 900 and 2360 GeV data 

Dimuons in first collisions, at 900 and 2360 GeV 

These slides are an introduction to the “Dimuons in first collisions” EJTERM V exercise: 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/CMS/EJTermFirstDimuons 



Event and (di)muon selection criteria 
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  Criteria for definition of “good” collected (minimum bias) events 

  Run and lumi section selection using DQM criteria (tuned for muon studies) 

  Beam crossing coincidence (BPTX, BSC), beam halo veto, HLT physics-declared bit 

  Single muon / dimuon selection 

  Global muons: well reconstructed in the muon stations and in the silicon tracker 

  Tracker muons: track in the silicon tracker matched with segments in the muon 
stations, using looser quality criteria (exclusive: not identified as global muon) 

  Pairing leads to 3 dimuon categories1: global-global, global-tracker, tracker-tracker 

  Tracker muon: number of Si hits > 12; χ2/ndf (track fit) < 5, tracker muon quality bits2 

  Good dimuon vertexing : Prob(χ2) > 0.001 

  “Sanity check” for all tracks : |d0| < 5 cm and |dz| < 20 cm, w.r.t. the beam spot 

  “Sanity check” for global muons: χ2/ndf (global fit) < 20 

1 calomuons are not yet considered in our studies 

2 TM2DCompatibilityTight or TMLastStationOptimizedLowPtLoose (inc. arbitration) 

used in exercise 2 and 3, when  

selecting MC and data events 
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Expected signal and background dimuon mass distributions 
  Excellent signal over background ratio for global-global muon pairs from MC studies 
  Pairs including a tracker muon increase the yield by a factor 3, still keeping a good S/B ratio 

  Dimuon mass resolution is 37 MeV both in design and (realistic) “start-up” conditions  

after quality cuts 

result of exercise 2, 

processing MC events 



  J/ψ cross section * BR = 2.64 µb at 900 GeV and 6.11 µb at 2.36 TeV (PYTHIA 6.4) 

  Expected number of opposite-sign dimuons reconstructed  
    in the mass window 3.0-3.2 GeV, per nb-1, after quality cuts: 

  Non-prompt J/ψ not included in estimates: they add ~4% to the total yield  
  Therefore we expect ~42 opposite-sign pairs per nb-1 at 900 GeV and ~113 at 2.36 TeV 
  1 nb-1 corresponds to 52 M (60 M) minimum bias collisions at 900 GeV (2.36 TeV) 

"""" 1 J/ψ every ~1.2 M MB events at 900 GeV  
            and every ~530 K MB events at 2.36 TeV 
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Expected signal and background dimuon yields 

900 GeV 2.36 TeV 
prompt J/ψ background prompt J/ψ background 

global - global 6 0.3 ± 0.2 18 1.5 ± 0.5 
global - tracker 20 2.2 ± 0.6 45 12.0 ± 1.5 
tracker - tracker 9 2.8 ± 0.6 17 14.7 ± 1.6 

result of exercise 2, 

processing MC events 
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Most J/ψ dimuons will be collected 
in the endcaps, given their low pT … 

Tracker muons help accessing the 
lowest pT J/ψ’s, down to ~ 0.5 GeV ! 

J/ψ dimuon rapidity and pT spectra at 2360 GeV per nb-1
 

Many more figures in the Twiki 
/CMS/QuarkoniaFirstCollisions 



Expected dimuon yields from the MC simulation 

We analyzed ~12 000 collected (minimum bias) events at 2.36 TeV and ~321 500 at 900 GeV 
From our MC studies, the numbers of opposite-sign dimuons expected in the mass range 
between 2 and 4 GeV, normalized to these numbers of collected events, are: 
* For combinations of global and tracker muons: 

 0.25 at 2.36 TeV for 18.5 K MB collisions (the BSC trigger efficiency is around 65%) 
 2.11 at 900 GeV for 495 K collisions 

* For global muons alone: 0.01 at 2.36 TeV and 0.69 at 900 GeV 

The expected number of J/ψ dimuons (signal only) in the data sample collected at 2.36 TeV is: 
* For combinations of global and tracker muons: 0.024 
* For global muons alone: 0.005 

If we only consider global muons, the  
S/B ratio is 16/1 in the region 3.0-3.2 GeV  
and the background level is essentially zero 

If there is one gl-gl muon pair to be found in  
the mass window from 2 to 4 GeV, it is very  
likely that it will be found at 3.1 GeV and that  
it is a J/ψ signal and not a Bg muon pair 

global-global dimuons 
norm. to 12 K events  



blue points: opposite-sign pairs 
red line: same-sign pairs run 124120 

ev. 5686693 

Measured dimuon mass distributions 

result of exercise 3, 

processing data events 



The global-global J/ψ dimuon candidate at 2.36 TeV 

M = 3.03 GeV 
pT = 5.4 GeV 
Dimuon vertex prob = 89.5% 
cτ = ( - 31 ± 46) µm 

Most likely an object coming from PV 
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result of exercise 5, 

display of dimuon events 



Information on the dimuon shown in the event display 

Run 124120; event 5686693 in LumiSection 19; recorded on 2009-12-14 (2.36 TeV) 
Dimuon mass 3.03217, opposite-sign 
Probability that both muons come from a common vertex: 90% 
cτ = - 31 ± 46 µm : most likely a dimuon coming from the primary vertex 

 1st Muon pT: 3.56 eta 2.03 phi 3.11 
   mu1 is Tracker Muon, StandAlone, Global  
 Tracker mu chi2/ndf: 0.47, UsedHits: 20 
   eta: 2.03 phi: 3.11 p: 13.72 pT: 3.56 
 StandAlone mu chi2/ndf: 1.55, UsedHits: 23 
   eta: 2.02 phi: 3.12 p: 13.36 pT: 3.50 
 Global Muon chi2/ndf: 0.97, UsedHits: 43 
   eta: 2.03 phi: 3.11 p: 13.63 pT: 3.54 
 Muon hits: 23 (CSC: 23 DT: 0 RPC: 0) 
 TID: 4 TEC: 13 PixEC: 2 PixB: 1 

 2nd Muon pT: 2.56 eta 1.81 phi 2.09 
   mu2 is Tracker Muon, StandAlone, Global 
 Tracker mu chi2/ndf: 0.46, UsedHits: 21  
   eta: 1.81 phi: 2.09 p: 8.01 pT: 2.56  
 StandAlone mu chi2/ndf: 1.43, UsedHits: 13 
   eta: 1.79 phi: 2.07 p: 7.78 pT: 2.52  
 Global Muon chi2/ndf: 0.46, UsedHits: 21 
   eta: 1.80 phi: 2.09 p: 8.01 pT: 2.57  
 Muon hits: 13 (CSC: 13 DT: 0 RPC: 0) 
 TID: 6 TEC: 13 PixEC: 1 PixB: 1  
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The J/ψ dimuon candidate in the CMS Data Quality Monitoring 

opposite-sign 
global-global 
muon pairs 

10 
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Data at 900 GeV (points) vs. ppMuX MC at 2.36 TeV (lines) 

number of hits in the silicon 
tracker for tracker muons 

χ2/ndf (track fit) 
for tracker muons 

tracker muon 
quality flags 

χ2 prob of the 
dimuon vertex 

result of exercise 4, 

comparing data and MC 



1 : Tune background rejection criteria on the ppMuX (and J/ψ) MC samples 
2 : Improve the data / muon selection criteria (with PVT and Muon + Tracking POGs) 
3 : Check the quality of the single muons (inc. calomuons); validate Monte Carlo 
4 : Check vertexing, efficiencies, resolutions (with Tracking + B-tag POGs) 
5 : Produce a dimuon skim, from the collision data (with the “Onia2MuMu” code) 
6 : Establish the acceptance from Monte Carlo and the efficiencies from data (T&P) 
7 : Extract the J/ψ yield from data; check rapidity and pT distributions 
8 : Use the integrated luminosity to evaluate the J/ψ production cross section 

Several people are working together on the “critical tasks” needed to prepare the first CMS 
publications on J/ψ and Upsilon production in pp collisions, including the development of new 
Onia triggers, the study of the dimuon mass shape, the validation of a PAT Onia2MuMu code 
and many others. 
We are also interested in improving the purity of the calomuons, using collision data, so that 
we can access low pT J/ψ dimuons. 
The arrival of collisions boosted the motivation of the Quarkonia team; studying the dimuons 
on the 2009 data was, and remains, extremely useful to debug our analysis procedures. 

  And now we can start the hands-on exercises ! 

From dimuon hunting to a first J/ψ cross section 
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Backup slides 
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Dimuon mass spectra at 2.36 TeV 
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Events kept after selecting L1 trigger bits 0 & (40||41) and “HLT physics declared”…  

blue points: opposite-sign pairs 
red line: same-sign pairs result of exercise 3, 

processing data events 



Dimuon mass spectra at 2.36 TeV 
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Events kept after applying a “sanity check” on d0 and dz 

blue points: opposite-sign pairs 
red line: same-sign pairs result of exercise 3, 

processing data events 



Dimuon mass spectra at 2.36 TeV 
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Events kept after selecting good muon track fit quality 

blue points: opposite-sign pairs 
red line: same-sign pairs result of exercise 3, 

processing data events 



Dimuon mass spectra at 2.36 TeV 
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Events kept after selecting good muon track “compatibility” bits 

blue points: opposite-sign pairs 
red line: same-sign pairs result of exercise 3, 

processing data events 



Dimuon mass spectra at 2.36 TeV 
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Events kept after selecting a good dimuon vertex 

blue points: opposite-sign pairs 
red line: same-sign pairs result of exercise 3, 

processing data events 
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χ2/ndf (track fit) for tracker muons 

MC single muons from Bg muon pairs 
900 GeV data 

result of exercise 4, 

comparing data and MC 
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Number of hits in the silicon tracker for tracker muons 

MC single muons from Bg muon pairs 
900 GeV data 

result of exercise 4, 

comparing data and MC 
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Tracker muon quality flags 

MC single muons from Bg muon pairs 
900 GeV data 

result of exercise 4, 

comparing data and MC 
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χ2 probability of the dimuon vertex 

MC single muons from Bg muon pairs 
900 GeV data 

result of exercise 4, 

comparing data and MC 
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J/ψ and background dimuon mass distributions 
  At 2360 GeV, we should see around 70 J/ψ dimuons per nb-1, with global and tracker muons, 
in “start-up” conditions, after applying quality cuts 

  The dimuon mass resolution is 37 MeV (in “design” and “start-up” conditions) 

2360 GeV 

before quality cuts 

per nb-1 

2360 GeV 

ppMuX 
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J/ψ  mumu samples were generated at 900 and 2360 GeV (in design and start-up conditions) 

CMSSW / Pythia : J/ψ prompt x-section x BR = 2640 nb at 900 GeV and 6110 nb at 2.36 TeV 
B decays negligible at these energies 

At 1.96 TeV, Pythia / CMSSW gives a prompt J/ψ production cross section x BR to dimuons 
around 50% higher than measured by CDF…   

The Color Evaporation Model gives about 3 times smaller x-sections than Pythia 

Signal MC generation 

CMSSW / CDF 



Signal MC generation and reconstruction 
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The J/ψ  mumu MC samples were produced with a filter requesting that each muon from the 
J/ψ decay must have a pseudo-rapidity within |η| < 2.5 and a pT > 0.5 GeV 

These cuts do not bias our studies; even calomuons must fulfill these requirements… 
Background : MinBias at 900 GeV (0.2 nb-1) ; ppMuX at 2360 GeV, with loose filter (5.5 nb-1) 

Per nb-1 of integrated luminosity, the number of J/ψ dimuons passing our filter should be  
2640 x 0.153 = 404 at 900 GeV and 6110 x 0.133 = 813 at 2.4 TeV 

/JPsiMuMu/Summer09-DESIGN_3X_V8A_900GeV-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 
106 216 events (after filter), corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 263 nb-1 

/JPsiMuMu/Summer09-DESIGN_3X_V8A_2360GeV-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 
216 169 events (after filter), corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 266 nb-1 

/JPsiMuMu/Summer09-STARTUP3X_V8F_900GeV-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 
155 087 events (after filter), corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 

/JPsiMuMu/Summer09-STARTUP3X_V8F_2360GeV-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO 
212 300 events (after filter), corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 261 nb-1 



Background MC generation and reconstruction 
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We also have a ppMuXLoose file, generated with a filter adjusting the pT thresholds of the 
single muon in four |eta| regions:  
3.0 GeV for |eta|<0.9; 2.0 for 0.9<|eta|<1.2; 1.0 for 1.2<|eta|<1.6; and 0.5 for 1.6<|eta|<2.5.  

These pT thresholds are loose with  
respect to tracker and global muons.  

Therefore, we will be able to do an  
unbiased study of muon pairs where  
at least one of the muons is global or  
tracker. 

The remaining combination,  
calomuon-calomuon, can be studied  
in the standard minimum bias files. 

With a cross section of 40 mb and a filter efficiency of 4%, we have 1.6 M events per nb-1. 

/ppMuXLoose/Summer09-STARTUP3X_V8F_2360GeV-v1/GEN-SIM-RECO    
8 784 956 events (after filter), corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 5.5 nb-1 

tracker muons 
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Most J/ψ dimuons will be collected 
in the endcaps, given their low pT … 

Tracker muons help accessing the 
lowest pT J/ψ’s, down to ~ 0.5 GeV ! 

J/ψ dimuon rapidity and pT spectra at 900 GeV per nb-1
 

Many more figures in the Twiki 
/CMS/QuarkoniaFirstCollisions 
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J/ψ single muon rapidity and pT spectra at 2360 GeV 


